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NEW CITROËN 
C5 AIRCROSS SUV
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During the 90s Le Tone had 
a major hit, “Joli Dragon”, and 
devoted himself to music for 
15 years before progressively 
moving towards illustrative art. 
Since 2011 his creations have 

been exhibited in famous places such as the 
Pompidou centre. An admirer of artists who 
know how to make the best use of colour, 
Le Tone confesses to having a weakness for 
black and white, which he uses to tell simple 
stories by using felt pen drawings in notebooks.

1934 1939 1948 19681955
Citroën revolutionises the automotive 
landscape with Traction Avant. The 
famous name relates to its ground  
breaking front wheel drive engineering.

Citroën launches ‘TUB’, a supremely 
practical modern design with a sliding side 
door: its successor is the famous Type H, 
above, launched in 1948.

The much-loved 2 CV is created as 
a “safe and economical vehicle, 
able to carry 4 people on-board 
and 50 kg of luggage”. More than 
5 million are made.

It’s a golden age for light and agile 
vehicles like Ami 6, Dyane and 
Mehari, a unique design for all  
roads and multi-purpose use.

Unveiled to a stunned public at the 1955 
Paris Motor Show, DS takes futuristic 
design to new heights. Its stunning aerody-
namic shape, created by Flaminio Bertone, 
earns it the nickname ‘flying saucer’. Under 
the skin it’s just as advanced. 

Winners of the Manufacturers’ Rally Raid World Cup from 
1993 to 1997; Rally Raid World Cup Drivers’ Champion 
five times in a row; eight Manufacturers’ Champion titles 
in WRC plus three in WTCC… Citroën has continued 
to demonstrate exceptional sports pedigree upon 
returning to WRC in 2017.

2017

2016
Cxperience Concept reinvents  
the prestige saloon. A bold,  
fresh silhouette, a high-end stylish 
interior and the latest technology 
combine to inspire the world of  
automotive design.

Citroën launches CX. It’s the ultimate 
mix of technical innovation and 

advanced design with the engine and 
gearbox positioned together at the 

front. Sophisticated hydropneumatic 
suspension, concave rear screen and a 
futuristic dashboard help it to succeed 

amongst more ordinary rivals.

1974

Discover the models that make up 
Citroën’s extraordinary history, 
from 1919 to the present day.
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CITROËN C3 AIRCROSS
COMPACT SUV

RANGE

a Citroën for everyone

CITROËN 
C5 AIRCROSS SUV

new Citroën C5 Aircross SUV
Comfort class SUV.

Around town or across the country, every Citroën provides pure comfort and a welcoming environment. It’s always been this way.

new Citroën C5 Aircross SUV
with key strengths

SUSPENSION WITH 
PROGRESSIVE 
HYDRAULIC CUSHIONS®

PAGES 13

Exclusive to Citroën, this system delivers a 
real flying carpet ride.

ADVANCED COMFORT 
SEATS

PAGES 10-19

Uniquely welcoming and comfortable, these 
seats make the interior feel more like a 
contemporary lounge.

3 INDIVIDUAL REAR SEATS

PAGES 14-17

Welcome to the only SUV in its class with 
three individual full width rear seats.

UP TO 720L OF 
 BOOT SPACE

PAGES 18-19

Roomy and versatile,  
New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV has the  

biggest boot in its class.

UNRIVALLED SPACE  
AND FLEXIBILITY

PAGES 16-19

With individual rear seats that slide, recline 
and fold away altogether, this is the most 
flexible SUV in its class.

ADVANCED CONNECTIVITY

PAGES 20-21

With improved connectivity for your personal 
devices, you can stay connected with your car.

DRIVING AIDS

PAGES 22-23

Welcome to a haven of advanced safety. 

CITROËN C3
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With a muscular profile and plenty of attitude,  
New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV redefines the feel of its 
class. Imposing and bold, it’s elegantly contemporary 
in every detail, without a trace of arrogance. At the 
front, there’s the unmistakable and proud double 
chevron design and powerful curved side panels.  
The 360° glazed surfaces are highlighted by a 
dynamic chrome ‘C’ motif. The rear lights feature four 
rectangular 3D LED modules, which emphasise  
the vehicle’s broad stance.

elegance with presence

ESSENTIALS

Front bumper inserts
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DESIGN

The moment you open the door, you’ll sense it.  
New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV welcomes you with a 
rare mix of refined comfort and space. Settle in and 
you’ll quickly appreciate the high driving position, 
great visibility and prestigious feel. The horizontal 
lines of the dashboard subtly incorporate a range of 
useful technology, such as the 8” touch screen. 
Carefully selected colours and tactile materials 
inspired by quality luggage and the world of travel. 
Gloss black details and chrome inserts emphasise the 
inspired attention to detail.

the interior, refined

Expressing yourself on the inside is made easier  
thanks to a range of interior ambiances. 

The standard ambiance on Feel versions is understated  
and refined, with Grey Silica Cloth seats.

Refined and subtle, the Metropolitan Grey Ambiance 
brings you grey grained leather and graphite cloth 
seats with a lighter grey band,  
combined with a centre console and dashboard top in 
grey, standard on Shine version.

feel at home with 2 
interior ambiances
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practical 
progress

effortless 
travel

inner 
calm

intelligent 
storage

CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®

ALL ROUND RELAXATION
Designed to offer unrivalled comfort and wellbeing for each 
passenger, CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ® provides  
the best for body and mind. Soft-touch contact points and low  
noise levels create a sense of calm, while interior space is designed  
to be stylish and really versatile. The overall ambiance makes  
journeys feel effortless and intuitive technology gives you fingertip  
control of the practicalities and unique features.

DCAD2016_CAC_PICTURES-02
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CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®

The panoramic glass sunroof makes every journey 
special whether it’s open or closed. Filling the interior 
with natural light really contributes to the epic views 
enjoyed from New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV. Powered 
by two electric motors with a safe auto-reverse 
function, it’s easy to use and also features a handy 
blind for fine-tuning brightness levels.

* Standard on Shine versions.

panoramic life*

CITROËN
WORLD
EXCLUSIVE

Exclusively developed by Citroën, the suspension with Progressive 
Hydraulic Cushions® redefines pure driving comfort. Smoothing away 
both large bumps and minor surface imperfections, it makes  
New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV feel like a flying carpet. Stability and 
dynamics are also assured. Welcome to the best of both worlds.

the flying carpet effect

When big bumps are 
encountered, the hydraulic 
cushions keep suspension 
movement controlled 
and progressive.

With minor road 
imperfections, the 
cushions simply absorb 
it all, giving that relaxing 
flying carpet ride.

Ordinary suspension makes do with a shock absorber, a 
spring and a mechanical bump stop. With Progressive 
Hydraulic Cushions® you get special hydraulic cushions 
on either side, for rebound and compression. The result 
is a ride that takes everything in its stride, smoothly.

bumps are history
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CITROËN 
WORLD 
EXCLUSIVE

CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®

Taking inspiration from contemporary furniture, the 
seats in New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV provide 
unmatched lounge-like comfort on the move. With 
broad cushions and seat backs, they combine high 
density foam at the heart of each seat and a thick, 
textured foam at the surface. Perfect support and 
softness are guaranteed, on the shortest trip and the 
longest adventures.

Advanced Comfort seats

With three individual rear seats of the same width,  
New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV provides the same level  
of comfort and space, wherever you’re sitting.  
With 5 different reclining positions and the ability  
to slide 150mm, they are ultimately accommodating.  
When you need serious carrying capacity, the rear seats  
fold to leave a perfectly flat floor.

full sized rear seats
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CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®

Part of being truly comfortable when you’re travelling 
is having a perfect place for everything you need. 
New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV has plenty of useful 
storage solutions. The large compartment under the 
central armrest has a section that can carry a 1.5l 
bottle, whilst the glove box and door pockets are 
roomy too. You’ll also appreciate the large storage 
area at the front of the centre console, which  
features ingenious magnetic wireless charging*  
for a smartphone.

*Only on Shine Version.

intelligent storage

You can reconfigure the roomy, flexible interior of  
New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV to suit your needs. 
Sliding, reclining and foldable rear seats make it easy.

change your space

*Brown leather not available in South Africa
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NEW CITROËN
C5 AIRCROSS SUV

UP TO

720 L

B O O T  V O L U M E

CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®

New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV has a roomy 520l 
boot, but this is just the beginning of the story. Move 
the rear seats to their furthest forward position and 
you’ve got up to 720l, giving you the most generous 
boot in its class. When rear seats are folded there’s 
an amazing 1630l.

room for everything
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TECHNOLOGY

ConnectedCAM Citroën®** 
Located at the base of the interior rear view mirror,  

this innovative camera system uses full HD and GPS  
technology with a built-in 16 GB memory card. It allows  

you to take photos or video footage, which you  
can download by email and add to your social media.  

A major safety feature, it saves video recordings  
in the event of an accident.

* Dependent on smartphone model. 
** Standard on Shine version.

MIRROR SCREEN*
This intelligent app uses the touch screen to mirror your 

smartphone, displaying all driving compatible apps. 
Depending on your exact phone, apps can be controlled by 

voice, so you can keep your eyes on the road. The system  
is compatible with Android Auto, Apple CarPlay™  

and MirrorLink ®.

innovative driving apps
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Safety and driver aid systems

ACTIVE LANE 
DEPARTURE 
WARNING SYSTEM*

Using a camera to recognise 
different road markings, this 
system gently steers your 
vehicle back into the correct 
lane if it detects a change in 
direction without the indicators 
being used.

ACTIVE 
BLIND SPOT 
MONITORING*

Really useful on multi-lane 
roads, this monitoring system 
warns you if there’s a vehicle  
in your blind spots, using  
an orange LED in the corner  
of the door mirror. If you’re 
heading for the detected 
vehicle, it will correct your 
position automatically. 

ACTIVE  
SAFETY BRAKE*

This is a reassuring safety 
feature that minimises the risk 
of collisions. Working from 
speeds of 5 km, it detects 
both fixed or moving obstacles 
as well as pedestrians. If it 
detects a collision risk, Active 
Safety Brake sends an alert to 
the driver, and if they don’t 
react, the system stops the 
vehicle automatically.

* Standard on Shine version.

DRIVER  
ATTENTION ALERT
By evaluating changes in 
direction relative to road 
markings, Driver Attention 
Alert can analyse driver 
alertness and send a warning 
when necessary. It’s a useful 
safety feature; especially on 
roads where the speed limit is 
over 65 km.

TECHNOLOGY

CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED

PARK SENSORS
Perfect parking in difficult 
spaces.

CAN BE DEACTIVATED

COFFEE  
BREAK ALERT
When it’s time to take a break, 
this system sends you a 
warning. It activates once 
you’ve been driving for 2 
hours continuously at more 
than 65 km.

KEYLESS ENTRY 
AND STARTING*

Convenient and ingenious, 
you can now lock, unlock 
and start your vehicle 
without getting your key 
out. The vehicle recognises 
you as you approach.

ELECTRIC  
PARKING BRAKE
Safe and easy, the Electric 
Parking Brake applies 
automatically when the engine 
is switched off and releases 
when you move away. You can 
also use it manually using the 
control paddle. 

REVERSING CAMERA  
WITH TOP REAR 
VISION*

Engage reverse and the 
camera displays a 180° rear 
view on your touch screen. 
Additional coloured lines make 
the position of obstacles 
clearer, and when you 
approach them, the camera 
zooms in automatically.

HILL START ASSIST
Designed to prevent unwanted 
movement when you release 
the brake pedal on slopes, Hill 
Start Assist works on gradients 
over 3%. It holds the vehicle 
for about 2 seconds, giving 
you time to move calmly from 
brake to accelerator pedal.

FOG LIGHTS WITH 
STATIC CORNERING 
FUNCTION*

Providing an additional light 
beam on the inside of bends, 
this innovation makes tricky 
bends and junctions safer and 
easier to navigate.
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BODY COLOURS

INTERIOR AMBIANCES

(P) : Pearlescent – (M) : Metallic 
All equipment described in this brochure represents the technology of the New Citroën C5 Aircross SUV. This brochure is based on an international version, therefore some images and specifications might not be representative of models 
sold in the South Africa. To know in detail equipment that is available as standard or optional, please refer to the Product Specification brochure or visit citroen.co.za.

EQUIPMENT

STANDARD AMBIANCE
STANDARD ON FEEL

METROPOLITAN GREY AMBIANCE
STANDARD ON SHINE /    LEATHER

PEARL WHITE (P) CUMULUS GREY (M) PLATINUM GREY (M)

WHEELS

DIMENSIONS

All measurements are in millimetres.
* Width of vehicle / Width with mirrors folded. 
** With longitudinal bars.

ACCESSORIES

PROTECTIVE COVER  
FOR INDOOR PARKING

ISOFIX CHILD SEAT

ISOTHERM MODULE

FUEL CONSUMPTION & CO2 EMISSIONS*

Engines (Euro 6.2)
Combined 

Litres/100km 
(MPG)

Carbon 
Dioxide 
(CO2)  

emissions 
(g/km)

1.6 PureTech 121kW Turbo
6-speed auto

7.9 179

* Figures shown are for comparison purposes only; you should only compare these fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other cars tested using the same technical standard. The fuel consumption you achieve, 
and CO2 produced, in real world conditions will depend upon a number of factors: including the accessories fitted (post registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. There is a new test 
WLTP (Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicles Test Procedure) used to measure fuel consumption and CO2 figures. The CO2 figures shown are NEDCeq (New European Driving Cycle Equivalent), calculated 
using an EC correlation tool which converts WLTP figures to NEDC. These NEDCeq figures are based on the outgoing test cycle and will be used to calculate tax for the first registration. CO2 and fuel economy 
figures may vary according to wheel fitment and optional extras fitted. 

18” 'SWIRL' TWO TONE DIAMOND 
CUT ALLOY WHEELS STANDARD.

12
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EQUIPMENT

CITROËN prefers

CITROËN prefers

 – Note: Images and specification descriptions are dependent on trim level and options specified. Every endeavour has been made to ensure that the information and details contained in this brochure were accurate at the time of going to 
press. However the company reserves the right, whilst preserving the essential characteristics of the models described, to introduce at any time modifications, changes of details, equipment or accessories. Every effort will be made to bring this brochure up to date, but in order to 
avoid any misunderstanding please consult your Dealer. For full details of Citroën Care of Car and Driver, please see the full manufacturer’s price list. The Citroën Website contains full information on all Citroën products and offers available in SA, together with details of our 
environmental and recycling policies. The site address is www.citroen.co.za

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
A personalised service you can enjoy

5-YEAR/ 100 000KM 
Warranty and Service Plan

360° SERVICE
• 24-Hour Customer Contact Centre

• Licence Renewal Reminder
• Roadside Assistance

• Service Plan & Warranty Expiry Notifications

PEACE OF MIND
• Courtesy Car

• Citroën Parts Basket
• Safety Film and Tracking Solution (Optional)

• Complimentary Vehicle Health Check
• Microdots: Quick and Easy Identification in 

the Event of Theft

YOU’RE NOT JUST BUYING A CITROËN YOU’RE 
FINDING SERENITY.

(MYCITROEN APP - available in 2020)
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TO FIND OUT MORE
visit citroen.co.uk 
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